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Slate Digital SUBMERGE

Slate Digital unveils SUBMERGE, the latest plugin to join the ever-expanding All

Access Pass and Complete Access Bundle subscriptions. Submerge is an advanced

automatic sidechain plugin that is designed to create unique, exciting ducking and

pumping effects. Traditionally achieved by compressing one sound using another

sound as a trigger, Submerge gives you even more control over the shape and

depth of your affected sound without needing to set up a compressor sidechain in

your DAW.

Submerge features three Trigger modes and eight onboard effects that expand the

creative possibilities beyond what is possible when using traditional processes. The

plugin also features customizable control curves and sample rate reduction effects

for frequency-selective ducking and sound design applications. As this production

technique increases in popularity, Submerge is an incredibly flexible sound design

tool that any producer should have in their toolkit. Submerge is available now for All

Access Pass and Complete Access Bundle subscribers. It can also be purchased as a

perpetual license for $49.

The Slate Digital All Access Pass features dozens of award-winning plugins like

MetaTune and Murda Melodies, in addition to third-party offerings from Kilohearts

and Sonic Academy like Multipass and the ANA 2 Ultra Bundle. It also includes

access to the VIRTU web-based assisted mastering platform, as well as hours of

video masterclasses via Slate Academy, pro mix templates for all major DAWs, and

over 20 GB of unique royalty-free samples.
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The Complete Access Bundle brings together Slate Digital’s All Access Pass and

Solid State Logic’s SSL Complete plugin subscription packages. Boasting over 100+

pro plugins from Slate Digital, SSL and Harrison Audio, plus numerous additional

resources and third-party offerings, the Complete Access Bundle is the most

comprehensive plugin subscription currently available. Head to Slate Digital’s

website to learn more.

www.slatedigital.com
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